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Editorial Reviews. From Booklist. *Starred Review* In the selective bibliography of this "Teachout does a commendable
job of contextualizing Ellington's career ." â€“Austin Chronicle. â€œThe definitive Ellington biography thus far valuable
[one of] the.

Funded by the Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, this video documentary is designed to serve as a study
guide for dance teachers, scholars and dancers, as part of the Katherine Dunham Legacy Project of the Library
of Congress. Among the younger generations, Ellington was both a symbol of the traditional modes of jazz
music and the finest example of how to transcend those modes. John Bankston is a published author and an
editor of children's books and young adult books. Like Haydn and Mozart , Ellington conducted his orchestra
from the piano â€” he always played the keyboard parts when the Sacred Concerts were performed. The other
records of this era include: " Mood Indigo " , " Sophisticated Lady " , " Solitude " , and " In a Sentimental
Mood " While the band's United States audience remained mainly African-American in this period, the
Ellington orchestra had a significant following overseas, exemplified by the success of their trip to England
and Scotland in and their visit to the European mainland. In , soon after Ellington's death, Mr. Early Life Born
on April 29, , Duke Ellington was raised by two talented, musical parents in a middle-class neighborhood of
Washington D. Born in Washington D. It was not uncommon for Strayhorn to fill in for Duke, whether in
conducting or rehearsing the band, playing the piano, on stage, and in the recording studio. Around this time
Ellington and Strayhorn began to work on film soundtrack scoring. Patterson [1] and performing the title role
in the musical extravaganza Kwamina. Musicians who had previously worked with Ellington returned to the
Orchestra as members: Lawrence Brown in and Cootie Williams in  For Ellington, the big band was not
simply made up of five reeds, four trumpets, three trombones, drums, a bass, and a piano; it was made up of
individuals. At the age of 19, Ellington married Edna Thompson, who had been his girlfriend since high
school, and soon after their marriage, she gave birth to their only child, Mercer Kennedy Ellington. He wrote
music that capitalized on the particular style and skills of his soloists. Whoopee Makers and the Ten Black
Berries were other pseudonyms. While Count Basie was forced to disband his whole ensemble and work as an
octet for a time, Ellington was able to tour most of Western Europe between April 6 and June 30, , with the
orchestra playing 74 dates over 77 days. Ellington signed exclusively to Brunswick in and stayed with them
through late albeit with a short-lived â€”34 switch to Victor when Irving Mills temporarily moved him and his
other acts from Brunswick. Many saw the Sacred Music suites as an attempt to reinforce commercial support
for organized religion, though Ellington simply said it was "the most important thing I've done". He created a
jazz Christian liturgy. Mercedes Ellington is the daughter of Mercer Ellington, well-known musician, arranger,
and band leader. His mother, who also played the piano, oversaw his education, and by the time he was
seventeen he began playing professionally. The recording became a worldwide hit. A Duke Named Ellington
offers a retrospective of Ellington's half-century career, focusing primarily on his music and method, his
artistic accomplishments and his role as a trailblazer in the development of modern music. He was originally
cast as Lieutenant Boomerbut was cut following a roller skating accident that fractured his ankle. It has
become customary to ascribe the classical influences upon Duke â€” Delius , Debussy and Ravel â€” to direct
contact with their music. Before the Civil War, a group of zealous abolitionists and former slaves began
building a community based on unconditional racial and gender equality and participatory democracy. At the
age of seven, he began studying piano and earned the nickname "Duke" for his gentlemanly ways. After a few
months, the young musicians returned to Washington, D. For this and many other reasons, his soloists often
stayed with him for extended periods. The young band met stride pianist Willie "The Lion" Smith , who
introduced them to the scene and gave them some money. Additionally, Nance added violin to the
instrumental colors Ellington had at his disposal. The two worked well together, continuing in the tradition
that Ellington had built. His last words were, "Music is how I live, why I live and how I will be remembered.
Although trumpeter Bubber Miley was a member of the orchestra for only a short period, he had a major
influence on Ellington's sound. All Listings For more than half a century, withstanding intense persecution
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from slavers, pro-slavery politicians, and the Ku Klux Klan, these poor white and black settlers lived, and died
for, their vision of multi-racial democracy. Announcing that the two pieces would be separated by an interlude
played by tenor saxophonist Paul Gonsalves , Ellington proceeded to lead the band through the two pieces,
with Gonsalves' chorus marathon solo whipping the crowd into a frenzy, leading the Maestro to play way
beyond the curfew time despite urgent pleas from festival organizer George Wein to bring the program to an
end. Although the work received mixed reviews, Ellington was proud of the composition and performed it
dozens of times. Ellington wrote an original score for director Michael Langham 's production of
Shakespeare's Timon of Athens at the Stratford Festival in Ontario, Canada which opened on July 29, 


